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LATEST NEWS
I hope everyone had a wonderful Christmas and a Happy New Year!
Winter is in full swing with many nights dropping into the 20s and
even teens. But in true Texas fashion, it goes back up into the 60s and
70s within a few days. While show season many be a few more
months away, now is the time to practice practice practice. If you
have not met with Ellen about you or your child's riding goals for the
year, please get in contact with her so y'all can plan for the year
ahead!
Many of the lesson horses are available for lease or half lease for the
2018 year. This allows your child to ride more often and start to
learn how to take care of a horse, without the added cost of owning
one. Ellen has multiple options available!
Just a few reminders as we go into the new year:
1. If you are the last to leave the barn, please turn all the lights off.
2. Clean up after yourself and your horse! If your horse poops in a
grooming stall, please clean it up promptly.
3. Be courteous of the time your horse spends in the cross ties. If
they are needing to dry before turnout but lessons are in full swing,
you might need to put them in a stall for a bit.
4. Please detach halters from the cross ties when you are bridling. It
is a hazard to leave them attached, as a horse could step through the
halter and get caught.
5. If horses have already been fed and turned out when you are done
riding, it is your responsibility to feed, blanket, and turn your horse
out.
6. Cold weather means blankets. All horses at the barn have their
own blankets. Before you turn your horse out for the night, check
with one of the staff about what blanket your horse needs,

RIDER SPOTLIGHT
Jamie Rice
Jamie Rice is one of our adult amateur riders at
RHEC. She rode a little bit when she was a child, but
didn’t really start taking lessons until 2016. Since
then, she has found a passion for Dressage! She says
that dressage is the perfect outlet for stress,
especially since she is a perfectionist and loves a
challenge. Her favorite horse to ride at the barn is
Parker, one of RHEC’s lesson horses. She just began
showing this past fall, placing 2nd and 4th in Beginner
Novice tests A & B!
Aside from riding, Jamie is a mom of 6! Her family
recently purchased an older house in Rockwall and
have been remodeling it. You can follow along with
her family’s adventures on Facebook at “The Half
Dozen”!

Horse Shows & Clinics

Important Dates

Kristin Currie will be at the barn most weeks for private

1/13

dressage lessons during the off-season. If you would like to

1/19-20 XC Schooling at Texas Rose

take a lesson, please text Ellen and she will add you to the

1/22

schedule.

Barn Horse Show Meeting at 3pm
Ellen leaves for Ski Trip
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SHOW RESULTS
Year End Awards
NTEA Division I
Advanced Pro - Ellen Champion with Sir Oberon
Preliminary Pro - Ellen 3rd with Excessive Assault
Training Pro - Ellen Reserve Champion with Pegasus
Princess
Training Pro - Ellen 6th with Punchyourlitesout, owned
by Erin Walker
Novice Pro - Ellen Reserve Champion with Mr Melvin,
owned by the Miller Family
Beg Novice Jr - Haley Miller 7th with Whiskey Jack
NTEA Division II
Professional - Ellen 5th(Tie) with Punchyourlitesout,
owned by Erin Walker
Professional - Ellen 5th(Tie) with Roll the Dice
Area V
Open Training - Ellen Reserve Champion
Open Prelim - Ellen 5th Place
Training Horse - Ellen 4th Place with Pegasus Princess
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The Beauty of Big, Huge, Awkward Mistakes
Everyone has heard the old adage, “Practice makes perfect.” Then, somewhere along the way,
someone upped the ante on us and said, “Practice doesn’t make perfect; perfect practice makes
perfect.” The theory goes that if you keep making mistakes in your practice, your performance
never gets any better. This seems to make perfect sense—except for the minor detail that
according to the latest research in neuroscience, it turns out to be completely wrong.
Let me clarify: it’s true that sloppy, careless practice produces sloppy results. It’s a waste of
time to ride endless 20-meter circles if you ignore the quality of those circles, and repeating the
same mistake over and over makes you really good at that mistake. However, endless “perfect”
20-meter circles don’t necessarily make you a better rider, either. There is a time and place for
perfection, but there is also a time and place for big, huge, awkward mistakes.
“Perfect practice makes perfect” is true when you are working to maintain or fine-tune a skill
you have already mastered. If your goal for the day is to polish your horse’s shoulder-in, and it’s
already solid to begin with, then your aim should be perfect practice. Perfect practice is also an
appropriate goal right before a show: you aren’t trying to learn or teach your horse something
new, you just want to review the skills you’ll need on the weekend to make them as strong and
sparkling as possible.
When it comes to learning new skills or taking your current ones to a higher level, however,
perfect practice is both unattainable and undesirable. If you’ve never done a flying change
before, when you first start to learn how, you’re going to miss—a lot. You might hit a streak of
beginner’s luck, and that’s great, but it’s not the same thing as mastery. In order to truly master
a skill, you have to make lots and lots of mistakes, and then correct those mistakes, getting
closer and closer to performing the skill correctly.
This process can be maddeningly slow and incredibly frustrating. The good news is that the
more you make mistakes and correct them, the more your brain is learning and integrating the
parts of the skill into its neurological memory. (What we usually call “muscle memory” is
actually neurological memory: we develop neural pathways that command our muscles to
perform the tasks that we want.) If you normally post at the trot, think back to when you first
learned this skill. At first, you probably bounced all over the place. You might have come up out
of the saddle on every third or fourth stride, then banged roughly down on the saddle, where
you bounced around some more. Your leg slipped forward, it slipped back, you fell forward, you
got left behind.
Eventually, you found the right rhythm, let the horse’s movement toss you out of the saddle,
sat back down without thumping, and voila! Up, down, up, down—you could post! This process
might have taken hours or months, but you eventually mastered the skill.
During that process, the neurons in your brain were busily developing the network that
would eventually become your “posting trot neural network.” With each repetition, the neurons
fired to make your seat go up and down. The more those neurons fired, the thicker they became.
As you exerted effort to correct your mistakes and refine your movements, those neural
pathways got stronger, and they developed more connections to other related neural pathways.
For example, your “stand-up” neurons developed connections to your “hands-still” neurons.
Eventually, you acquired a strong, integrated “posting trot” neural network that now functions
more or less automatically. For reasons we don’t yet fully understand, it appears that effort,
error, and correction of error are all essential in the process of this neural pathway
development. In other words, you can’t get better without screwing up a lot and working hard
to fix it. Yes, some things come more easily than others, but in general, the acquisition of new
and better skills is achieved in six steps:
Try.
Fail.
Figure out what went wrong.
Try again.
Fail better.
Repeat until mastery is achieved.
It’s vital in this process to operate on the very top edge of your current ability. If the task isn’t
hard enough, the brain won’t have to work to strengthen the neural network for that skill. On
the other hand, if it’s too far beyond your current capabilities, you won’t be able to improve
either, because you are over-faced and don’t have a good foundation to build on.
If I ask you to try flying changes before you have even learned to canter, you’re guaranteed to
fail. It’s like lifting weights: if you don’t have to expend any effort to lift the weight, your muscles
won’t develop, but if you try to lift way too much, you’ll fail completely. You need to lift an
amount that’s hard, but not impossible, in order to get stronger.
Andrea Waldo 9.20.2017 eventingnation.com/the-beauty-of-big-huge-awkward-mistakes

Joke of the Month
When do vampires like horse racing?
kceN dna kceN sti nehW :rewsnA
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